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Transgendered Child Molester Laughs About Light
Sentencing in Jail Phone Calls; Soros-backed DA
Reportedly Knew
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E-mails reportedly exist showing that
George Soros-backed Los Angeles County
District Attorney George Gascon knew about
a child molester’s mocking attitude toward
an extremely light sentencing arrangement.
26-year-old Hannah Tubbs, a “transgender”
woman who was still identifying as a male
when the crime took place 10 years ago,
assaulted a 10-year-old girl at a Denny’s
restaurant in 2014.

In a jail phone call, Tubbs informs his
incredulous father of Gascon’s extremely
light sentencing recommendation.

During the call, Tubb’s tells his father: “Don’t worry about it. It’s a strike, but they’re going to plead —
I’m a plead out to them and plead guilty. They’re going to stick me on probation. And it’s going to be
dropped. It’s going to be done, done. I won’t have to register (as a sex offender) — nothing.”

Tubbs’ father then asks, “So, what are they going to do to ya then?” to which Tubbs joyously exclaims,
“Nothing!”

“If we knew about her disregard for the harm she caused we would have handled this case differently,”
Gascon said, referring to the transgendered Tubbs. Tubbs began referring to himself as a woman
sometime after committing the crime.

Last week, a spokesman for Gascon’s office told FOXLA’s Bill Melugin that higher ups in Gascon’s office
— including Gascon himself — didn’t know about the phone call until Melugin brought it to their
attention last week. Gascon’s special advisor, Alex Bastian, said early on Tuesday that “the content of
these jail calls was something that we did not know about.”

But later on Tuesday, a deputy district attorney in Gascon’s office disputed that claim on Fox News.

“That statement that Alex Bastian made is completely untrue,” said John Hatami, a long time prosecutor
of sexual-assault cases. “And it is a slap in the face to the victim in this case.”

Hatami claims to have seen e-mails proving that higher-ups in Gascon’s office were privy to Tubbs’
phone calls.

“I’ve seen emails, emails that show that George Gascon and his chain of command knew about those jail
calls well before Bill Melugin published them,” Hatami told Fox News. “We have a DA who completely
lacks any transparency, who’s sending a spokesperson on the news to say things that just aren’t true.”

The e-mails have not yet surfaced as of this writing.

According to Bastian, he became aware of the calls only last Thursday.
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“I became aware last Thursday of the contents of that call, and the contents of that call were extremely
disturbing to me because it showed a level of callousness and a level of disrespect for humanity from an
individual that I had previously felt, given her conditions when the crime had originally occurred, she
needed to be prosecuted as a juvenile,” Bastian said. “I, as a result of reviewing the contents of that
particular jail call, I came to the conclusion that this person was gaming the system.”

Unfortunately, Bastian’s realization comes far too late for the victim of the crime to receive any actual
justice.

The unnamed victim — who was just 10 years old when Tubbs assaulted her — spoke out briefly on the
situation, saying that her treatment by Gascon’s office has been “insulting” and “unfair.”

“The things he did to me and made me do that day was beyond horrible for a ten-year-old girl to have to
go through,” the victim said on Fox News. “I want him tried as an adult for the crimes he committed
against me.”

Tubbs is 26 now and was just two weeks shy of his 18th birthday when he committed the assault. Yet
Gascon’s office treated the transgendered Tubbs as a juvenile and even sent “her” to a female juvenile
facility to serve his brief two-year stint. Tubbs could reportedly serve as little as two months for the
crime.

Gascon, who was elected in November of 2020, largely due to huge donations from globalist kingmaker
George Soros, has already survived a 2021 recall effort and is currently facing another recall attempt.
Supporters of the recall effort accuse Gascon of being “soft on crime, [coddling] criminals, and
[trampling] upon the dignity and rights of crime victims.”

This story appears to back those claims.
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